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J\.BS'l'H.l\C'l' 
We measured the recoil proton polarization in the process yp - ~ pn 
at the 1.5 GeV Caltech electron synchrotron, at photon energies :from 
0.8 to 1.1 GeV, and at center-of-mass production angles around 90°. 
A counter-spark chamber array was used to determine the kinematics of 
all particles in the final state of the partial mode Yp ->- pn (n -.. 2y). 
'rhe protons' polarization was determined by measuring an asymmetry in 
scattering off carbon. Analysis of 280,000 pictures yielded 2400 
useful scatters with a background which was 30% of the foreground. The 
polarization results show a sizeable opposite parity interference at 
830 MeV, 950 MeV, and 1100 MeV. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this experiment, we measure the polarization of the recoil 
proton in the reaction 
Y + P -+ P + n 
0 for center-of-mass production angles around 90 and at photon energies 
from 0.8 to l.l MeV. 
Figure 1.1 shows all the information known about eta photoproduc-
tion before we first fired our spark chambers. The figure shows a 
large peak immediately above threshold which is close to isotropic in 
angular distribution; this feature of the eta photoproduction cross-
section is most likely explained by the presence of the nucleon isobar 
s11 (1550) as an intermediate state. 
New data on eta photoproduction from Daresbury(2 3) show a distinct 
second peak at a mass value of about 1760 MeV. It is believed that 
this peak is due to the presence of the isobar P11 (1750). Indeed, with 
this isobar and the established s11 (1550),· all the features of figure 
1.1 and the new data are well fitted~1 • O4 Fincluding the dip in the r egion 
around 1650 MeV and the flat peak around 1700-1800 MeV. We note, how-
ever, that only very few data exist, so that the few constraints they 
yield make a model incorporating only few terms a satisfactory fit. 
At comparable energies in pion photoproduction, however, the sit-
uation is more complicated. Many isobars can and do contribute; as a 
result, angular distributions are complicated and as well, the polariza~ 
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tion has a steep angular dependence. ' ' 
In eta photoproduction, only the I = ~ channel contributes and 
therefore fewer isobars are expected. As a result, the cross-section 
and its angular distribution exhibit much simpler features than in the 
case of pion photoproduction. 
We note from figure 1.1 that two I = ~ resonances which are prom-
inent in pion photoproduction, the D13 (1512) and the F15 (1688) , do 
not appear to contribute in the photoproduction of the eta meson. The 
D13 (1512) is close to threshold and therefore suppressed by an angular 
momentum factor q 2 t + 1 = q 5 (q is the center-of-mass momentum). The 
F15 (1688) does not show up because of 8U(3) Clebsch-Gordon coeffic-
ients. ( 5 ) 
The isobars known from np scattering which do contribute to 
yp ~ pn all have j = ~K and the question of their photoexcitability 
has interesting consequences with respect to symmetry and quark model 
considerations . 
As an example, we consider the states n15 (1680) and 811 (1710) . 
These are not required .in phenomenological fits. Moorhouse (6 ) has 
pointed out that the quark model predicts that these reson ance s cannot 
be photoexcited. Yet the 811 (1710) resonance could be p hotoexcited 
even in that model, but only if there is mixing between it a nd the 
Another interesting question is whether the P11 (146o), the "Roper 
resonance", can be photoexcited. This resonance, with the same quantum 
_F_~-
Jll ll!l°lH'l'S :i.:; t he JlU L"JCull, WU:; f"j_r:_; j_, _id e 11Li f'·i e d j JI p"i.on-t11J1_:J.eo11 phn:;1: 
(LI) 
:: It i f'L ;1 K 11al _y ~; i:_; b.Y Hopc1· t! L u.J . f\ penk ut tb<) r :l~~hlK ma:rn v·:.d uc- b: 1.:; 
b ce 11 uu~_; e 1K · v-ed in s1111.d . Kl-1m1:~ge p -p and n-p inelastic scatte rirw; ut :_:c:v1~rug 
enerf:~iesK (9 , lO, ll) However, analyses or both the pion and eta phrJto-
p roduction angular distributi ons do not require a P11 (1460) contribution . 
'l.'his i s not surprising , h owever, because the P 11 (1460), were it present, 
wo uld a ppear under the peak of the n13 (1512) and would as well be under 
t h e t a il o f the P33 (1238 ), in p i on photoproduction. In eta photoproduc-
U o n, unl.e ss it were strong ly produced, the P11 (1460) would b e hard to 
i.d t.:mtll'y .Ln the pre~;ence o f the 811 (15 50), without bette r angular 
dL> tJ::i but .ions than are presently known. 
lf the P11 (l46o) can be photoexcited off neutrons but not proto ns 
* * (i . e ., the vertex yPN (1460) vanishes but YnN (1460) does not), then 
~-spin conservation implies that it belongs to a 10 in SU(3). Thus 
inf ormation on the photoexcitability of the P11 (146o) can help to 
establish its 8U (3) assignment, which is not yet certain. 
How then can we find out about these weaker states, namely the 
P1 1 (146o) and 811 (1710), if t he 811 (1550 ) and P11 (1750) dominate the 
: nE~ chan l ::; m'? 'l'he state s in which we are interested each occur in a 
,.,,,.·:j 1)11 w i 1<:.t:<' Lh•.' dominatint~ sta t e has opposite parity; t heref'ore the 
a nsw L· r i ~:; to perJ:or m an experime nt which is sensitive t o interfere nce 
Lfc't'nw that arise betwe en opposite parity states . 
We u.re doing a high stat istics experiment on the o0 - l60° asymmetry 
:i n eta photoproduction near threshold which should be s ensiti ve to the 
. (12) pre:::ence of any P wave admixture. 
- 5-
1-'lw1 .upro,lHction cxKpMr Kimcnt ~: with pol1_tr.i z•::.d pbotu11:: <.> r a polari "'-' d 
L:u·1,,· t_. a n : :ti ~~o ucnsitive to oppus :i i<:~ par.i Ly .interl'crt:t11·._, a11d. w.i I I 11u 
doubt bl' done ai'ter teclmica.l udvanees· make them more l'eu.s ilJle . 'l'ht: 
recoil rroton polarization is also sensitive to oppos.ite parity inter-
i'erence; in fact it was by such an experiment that the relative parity 
of the :i'j rst and se_cond resonances wa s established. 
0 \fo p<; r r ormcd ow· recoil proton polarization experime nt at 90 to 
yi ..:lri :i.11for111aLion on r·11 (1460) , as well as s11 (1710). 'l'he P11 (1460) 
lies below threshold in the T)p channel, but because it is very broad, 
i.tr; tail may contribute. If so, its interf'erence with the s11 (1550) 
cuuld. sJww up prominently j_n a polarization experiment aL 90°. 
::\irni la.rly, a sizc.!able polarization 11.t 90° in the region of the 
r 11 (17 50) could indica.te an interference with the s11 (1710); the 
presence of the latter would lead us to the conclusion that there is 
SU (J.'(10) - s11 (1550) mixj_ng. 
' l'hu:,; we c hose our kincmatic!:l.l region to be sensitive t o opposite 
par.i. t.Y inte rference in the rerr,ion spanned by the s11 (1550) and the 
P11 (1750 ). In photon energy, this region corresponds to from 800 to 
1150 MeV. Recoil proton energies at these k values range from 100 to 
300 MeV . This is convenient for usi ng carbon as a polarization analyzer; 
the analyzing power of carbon is both well known and sizeable in this 
re~ion of proton energies . 
We wlll see in Section IV that our results do indeed indicate the 
presence of S-P interference at both regions of interest. 
- 6-
JI. g·~u PEH IMEN'f'l\L Ml•;'l'llOD 
l.Jl: wi:;lt,,d, U1cn, i n tl1i::; experi111t> 11L Lo :·~ iudKy ·t, 111: 1·vc:oi.I p1·0Lor1 
I''-' l :,u· i :·.:1 Li u1t i 11 Llie l D tKD1ll~tKion 
y +p+p+n 
at energies from 0 . 8 to 1.1 GeV. Our experimental group had 
previ ously d e scr ibed the methods, described below, necessary to iden-
t.i J'y t lt~ above reaction ; t he contribution of' the present expe riment in 
th.i. :i n~spect was to run in such a configuration that our detection 
(' l'l"ic.iern:y was about fif teen t imes that of our previous cross- secti on 
e xperiment. (L)) I n spite of the f act that this meant an inevi table loss 
:in r~xper i 111e11tal resolution, the incre ase j n detection efficiency waf; 
11t~ 1K:e ~>:11K:1K 1:Iy K '.J'he protous' polari %ati on was determined by an a.synunetry in 
scattering off carbon, which is the most usef'ul e l e ment to u s e for a 
polarizati on determination from protons in the energy range of the 
present experiment (90 - 280 MeV). Nevertheless, because of the si ze 
of the µ-C s catteri n g cross- section, only 3-4% of our fully identified 
evt-ni: ~~ ,·oulu b e u::;ed i.n suc h an analysis . 
'J'lw ! ~ <K:gget·a:t e xpcrirnenta.1 area ·Ls ::;hown j_n 1'igure ~ D Kl with the 
apparatu~; pl:t.r·L i.cuJar Lo the present experime nt sbown :.whe mat i ca1ly ju 
J'j_i_";ure :C' . ;:~ K Circulating electrons at energy E strike a tantalum target 
0 
and produce the photon bremsstrahlung beam. Th e Caltech synchrotron 
produced a uniform photon beam for about 170 milliseconds during each 
o n e - second acceleration cycle . Th e emerging beam was collimated and 
swept before passing through the . hydrogen target and finally stopped and 
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moni tored in a c1uantameter. ('I.'he photon b eam i::; described in more 
clt~tail i n Appendix VI-1, the hydrogen tare:et in Append i. x VI- ;• .) 
'.l'he recoil proton from yp -~ pn wu.s detected by means o f a 1protcm 
t e lescope consisting of three scintillation counters a nd three optical 
spark chambers. (See figure 2.2) . A proton was defined by a triple-
coincidence among the scintillation counters whose biases had been 
adjusted for maximum proton efficiency and minimum electron or pion 
<' l"fici ency . U:>ee Appendix VI-4) . 'I.'he first two spark chambers defined 
tlt<~ proton di r ection while the third chamber, consisting of spark-
l:ha.mber modules alternating with carbon plates, served as a scatte ring 
('l\ambe r while also yie l d ing information on the proton· energy from its 
range i 11 t h e carbon. 'l'he (known) direction of the incident photon a nd 
the direction of the proton defined for us the reaction plane. 
The eta was identified by simultaneous detection of both gammas 
from its 41% decay mode , n + 2y. Two gamma detection systems were set 
up on the opposj.te side of the beam from the proton t e lescope , the plane 
l'<> 1· 111<'d l>y the t\.lo bei.itt·'. perpe ndi c ular. to the (ave rage ) reacti o n pln.ne. 
'l'lic :ul!': i •' U1al, Li t<! iuiern<-~e1I ion of the:;e two pl.u.nes ma d e witb the in-
Cl•111ing phutou l;e aJn was the central eta angle and was determined from 
kinematics. The two detection s ystems were placed symmetrically a bove 
and b e.low the reaction plane; thus we were looking at e tas whose decay 
photons, on the average, come off symmetrically with respect to the eta 
direction : this procedure yields the largest detection efficiency for 
n -+ 2y. 
-LO-
E::ich photon Jetectiou sy:-;te m con:;; i:.> t e 1l o r \ ," luc:i i·~ ( tll ::.hi e .Id 
t'1 · c., m V C!L' Y soft electrons), a veto scinLiLLation eounL•] I" , twu rad i at. i 011 
lengths of lead t o convert the gamma., a 4 x ) syste m of overl1J._p-µing 
CI"l."lssed hodoscope counters, and a lead luci te shower counter. This 
system is described in detail in Appendix VI-3. A "gamma " signal was 
defined by a s imultaneous signal from a t least one vertical and one 
hur-i. :-.v.ntaJ. h odo scope counter and a sufficiently high pulse hei g ht in 
Lil,, :> ii<)WL' r eounte:r, in the absence o:f a veto sie:nal. 
A Uu·e e way coincide nce between t he two photon syste ms and the 
proton tel e scope indicated a possible event and defined our trigger. 
When the logic indicated such a coincidence, we fired our spark 
chambers ; this made t he proton track visible to a camera which photo-
graphed the chambers both from the side and from the top by a system of 
mirr ors. Fiducial marks were illuminated, 15 for each of the two vie ws 
of the chambers , and photographed on the same f rame of film; in t his 
way we i~ o11 ld d e t ermine the loc a tion of sparks in the l ab . Also photo-
, .. :r·: qd1e d <' LI UH.' : ;1 u111.: 1·rume o.f' "l' i lrn wrc1. :.; u µanel of lights whid1 were 
1 · 1u~K;hc<1 Lo i rnhca 1,e. the pa.rticulu.r hodoscope counters whic h participated 
.i.n each photon shower, a s well as the pulse-heights in each shower 
counter. The film was the n advanced; we were able to record just one 
tri gger p e r synchrotron pulse--on the average the trigger rate was one 
per 15 synchrotron pulses. In this manner, information was collected for 
a bout 280,000 triggers in about 1500 hours of running at two kinematical 
sett ing s. Table 2 .1 summarizes the parameters of each setting and shows 
the a.mount of data collected at each. 
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/\LI l:.lH:' p 1·:i mu.ry daUt f"o 1· each c ve11l: uK pp<K~ t:i:red u n u111 ' fDnlm•~ o l ' i'_, 
1111n t'"i.lm; Lwo typiI~uKKl :Crames nr·e shown in iDiK 1K~ure ;-' . 3 . ' l' lie eVC! t1I, on Lt1 1.! 
rDi< ~ht o f the figure shows a proton scatter, the one o n the l e ft d oe:; 
ll i~ lKK l n addition, for each run (750 triggers), rates we re recorde d 
fo r a l l important counte rs in the experiment as well u ~-; f'or coincide nc e s 
:it all l e vels in the l ogic. In this way dying phototubes and dead 
t ran s istors were quickly noticed (and buried). 
Figure 2 . l~ shows schematically the relationship between the 
in.i tiaJ. reaction plane, yp -.- p n, and the proton-carbon s c attering plane . 
1) 11 the ave r age the top view of the events in figure 2 . 3 shows the 
pro j e ction of the p-C scatter onto the initial reaction plane . 
Le t us see how the inf ormation collected can be used i n the recon-
s truction of the event. There are five particles present (yp-+ pyy), 
each o f which has four quantities to be determined, yielding a total 
of 2 0 numbe rs to determine. Conservation of energy-momentum g ives us 
fo u r relati ons, the known masses of the photons yield three more 
r e lations. In addition the known direction of the incoming photon as 
well as the me asured directions of the two final state photons give us 
,;_ix mIn·· ·~ known quu.nti Li. e s . Also , we know the ma:.:;s o f the initial proton 
and t hu. L i L is at rest : f our more quantities. T•'inally, we me asure t he 
d .i1·ectio n a nd ener gy, (if we a ssume for the moment that we have an 
e l a stic p- C ·scatter), of the final state proton, which yields its 
!1-momentwn. We then have determined 21 relations among 2 0 unknowns . 
We will see in the next section how we were able to effectively exclude 
mos t of our background wit h this one paramete r over-de termination i n 
sp:i Le o r: our inabilit y t o resolve the p-C inelasticit y. 
-15-
I II. DATA ANALYSIS 
In tliis sectJ.on we wi 11 discuss the various criteria by whic..:h our 
: ' l10, 000 picture:~ were r t'duced to roup;hly 2 400 "useful" "rKore fK~Krounrt" 
eve nt~; :1 G well a:; t he a nalysis of these "useful" events lea.di.ng to a 
1.>1i.ln.1·.i.z11.l. i 1">n de t...e rrnination u:L 5 photon cner~~ies und ut ce n tcr-ot'-mn.:;:; 
pruduc L.i o 11 angl•~ s a.round 90°. 
1. Scanning and Measuring 
The major cut occurred in the scanning and measuring stage of the 
experiment, about 18,000 triggers surviving. Scanning and measuring 
will b e treated more fully in Appendix VI-6; the scanners were instruct-
•c'd t o rec..:ord and measure any event where it a .ppeared that (a ) one photo n 
. .. a.ch tt~flt into the photon telescopes (see Appendix VI-3 for rurtbe r 
d t.• l,a i .I.:;) , (b) where ih·~ assoeiated proton underwent u cl.ear scatter or 
Lhe scniterin~ vertex and the stopping point of the proton. 'I'he number 
3° was chosen with the idea that in the final analysis, only scatters 
. 40 with angles on the scanning table greater than would be used: with 
any cutoff one chooses, it is very hard to get an unbiased selection 
near the cutoff' angle itself. We will see later that because of the 
:.;i ~e 01' the carbon analyzing p0we r for scatters less than 4°, this 
n-~gion contributes very little anyway to a polarization dete rmination. 
'rhe requirement of two modules of carbon between the v e rtex and the 
stopping point was imposed for two reasons: (1) 2 carbon modules cor-
responded on the average to about 75 MeV and at energies below this 
-16-
munber, the carbon analyzing power is small and not well known; and ( 2) , 
to make an accurate measurement on the proton track after the scatter, 
at least 3 sparking modules were required (there were 2 sparkJng module :; 
between each pair of carbon plates). 
Most of the 280,000 frames had 2-photon signatures E~UM%F so that 
this cut on the scanning table down to 18,000 pictures is pretty nearly 
a reflection of the size of the p-C scattering cross-section; most 
events simply did not scatter. 
All the events which survived the cut on the scanning table were 
measured. This process consisted in digitizing all the information on 
the frame and punching this information on IBM cards. In particular, 
on the proton side x and y coordinates of the proton sparks in the two 
views of all three chambers, with the coordinates of 1 2 fiducial lights, 
wel·e di g:i ti 7.ed for each event. On the photon side, the scintillation 
c ounters participating in the photon showers as well as the shower 
pulse-heie;hts in the lead-lucite shower counters were digitized and 
recorded. All the IBM cards were directly transferred to one 2400 ft. 
magnetic tape. This tape was run through a major analysis program 
which generated another magnetic tape consisting of all calculated 
quantities for each event, there being 18,000 events at this stage. 
We will call this the preliminary analysis stage. This tape was 
then run through a program utilizing the maximum likelihood method to 
calculate the most likely proton polarization responsible for any l eft-
r i ght m;ymrnetry in the p-C scatters, for any desire d cut on the events. 
-1"(-
'I'hu preliminary anu.1ysis stage will be ciei;cribecl by d.J:.;cu:.;slrw U1<· 
1·11L:; 11i:11k <) ll il1<-~ du.ta for one parti cular ru11. through ttvK~ rnuxi111uru .l.ik1 :,J.i-
'I'hr-0111::;fwnt this section, we will be ref'erring to table 3.1 wh:ic:h 
s hows how, for Setup 1, over 10,000 of 12,000 events were rejected. 
2 . Proton Reconstruction 
Before the proton track could be reconstructed in the lab, it was 
necessary to locate the fiducials. 
'l'he coordinates of the measured fiducials were fit to a master 
gr i.d by a transformation of the coordinate system which was constrained 
l) u Jy t o preserve straight lines. In this way, rotation .and translation 
o l' Lh<: l'i:lu1 i.11 the 1"rame holder, changes in film size uue to terrt[Jera-
t;ur·e and. humidity effects as well as misalignment of the mirrors in the 
projection system could be corrected. More fiducials were measured 
than there were parameters in the fit, so that a x2 for the fit was 
calculated. A large X2 would reflect a measuring error--35 events for 
this setting were rejected on the grounds of a poor grid fit. 
As we mentioned before, the proton passed through two spark 
chmnbern , each chamber consisting of two two-gap modules, before enter-
"i 111·: U w nu1ge chamber so that there were 8 sparks on the p roton 
t .r-ajcctory before any proton-Carbon scattering could occur. After being 
corrected by the coordinate transformation mentioned above, the 4 of 
these sparks that were measured were fitted to a line in three dimensions : 
table 3.1 shows that 18 events were rejected because of too large a 
-J 8-
'I'ABLE 3 .1 
SUMMAHY 01" rn:.JBC'rED EV E:N'l'S, ~Fb:Dl D I, Ji'OHEWWUND 
Criteria # of Events 
Grid Fi t 35 
Proton Trajectory 18 
•rarget 414 
L Type 1726 
XMNJ. 4206 
Dii;l.E 1587 
IPHl 242 
IPH2 288 
ANGMAX 208 
ANG MIN 752 
'I'PJ1'MAX 0 
TPFMIN 1031 
ANPMIN 25 
PHO'T'ON K 17 
Total Number of Rejected Events 105119 
'I'otal Number of Events Processed 1793 
-19-
X2- - these events could have scattered in the scintillator between the 
two chambers . 
\Jrwc l.hc purrnnete rs or the proto n tra,jc ctory were determ.ined , 1.l1•·! 
f'l"L) ton I .i. 111.' wuu cxtr1.J.poltit .eci back. to the toKrt-~<K! t Lo d<.! ten ni rn : the c v< :nL 
or i.gi u. 'l'he rnai n uncertainty was due to the finite diwne t er of the 
target . ~~e event or i g in wao chosen on the midpoint o f the intersec tion 
ol.' the trajectory with the target. 'l'he trajectories of l11l1 of the 
events at the setting under discussion did not intersect the hydroge n 
t a r get and were therefore rejected. 
Table 3 .1 next shows a cut of 1726 events. This large cut is a 
result of t he fact that, in this experiment, we needed to know in which 
CRrb o n module the proton stopped after scattering in order to accurately 
suppress b ackgrounds. An event was of this type if its track left the 
range chamber after s cattering , or could have left without causing 
another gap to spark. We have seen in Section II that, assuming an 
elastic scatter, we a re only one parameter overdetermined; for events 
which leave the chamber after scattering, we lose thi s overdetermination, 
and as we will see, suppression of backgrounds becomes impossible. 
Also included in this cut was a small number of events which did 
not l eave t he chambe r but were not used in the likelihood d e termination 
of the polarization for a reason described in Appendix VI-lOF. 
- 2 0-
3 . Kinematical Recons truction 
'rhe proton direction ( before the scatter) together with the known 
direct ion o f the incomi ng y-ray define the reaction plane . From the 
event ori c; in and the hodoscope information, we determine the trajec-
t or·i.v:.,; \J C U w two d e c a y photo ns o f the T). 'l'he direction of' the Tl i t r;elr 
i : ; L11 t.• i 1il.l' t' :wcLiou o l' tlH · rer..tct"lon p.laue wJ Lh the plK1K1K111 ~ <>f' LL :: ·t.wr:, 
<l<:cay plwtons. It is uow obvious why we placed our counter ~; in such a. 
way that these two planes were, on the average , perpendicular to each 
other: in this way we obtain the minimum uncertainty in the determina-
tion of the direction of the n. From the two angles, 8
1 
and 8
2
, that 
the decay photons make with respect to the n direction, we found the 
velocity of the n, pn from the following expression: 
sin(81 + e2 ) 
sin8l + sin82 
Next, the proton e nergy was calculated, assumine an elastic p-C 
~> cutterI from its total range in the carbon plate chu.mber. 'l'he effects 
of a non- normal incidence, an off-center origin in the targe t and the 
carbon recoil energy were included where necessary. In practice, the 
proton kinetic energy, Tp, was calculated from the following expression: 
log T = p 
3 
l: 
i=O 
a log Ri 
i 
where R is the total proton range, including the material in front of 
t.he ran1~e c: hu.mber, and l:.he a. 's were determined by fitting the known 
1 
r·;_i 11gc-·~ ne rgy dat,a for carbon to the above expre s s ion. 'J'he e xp r e s ::i 0u 
-21-
was good to within 0.3 MeV (of the tabulated values) fo:r proton ericri'.i eu 
bt~tween l~o and 300 MeV. 'l'he experimental uncertainty in the proton 
en~rgyI assuming an elastic p-C scatter, was about 6 MeV, resulting 
mainly from the finite size of the carbon plates. Of course, if the p-C 
scatter were highly inelastic, our determination of the proton energy 
from its range would be very inaccurate. For the distribution of proton 
energies involved in the present experiment, an inelasticity of fS$, gives 
rise to an under-estimate of the proton energy by an amount, on the 
average, of 0.8 &:. Because of the nature of the p-C scattering cross-
s e ction in the region of the present experiment, the majority of our 
pruion~; did scatter elastically off the carbon. rl'he effect of ine.las-
Liclties, however, is not small and will be discussed in greater de t ail 
later. 
The incoming photon energy, k, was calculated using the above 
determination of the proton energy together with the proton trajectory 
itself, from the following expression 
M E - M 2 + µ2/2 p p p 
M - E + p cose p p p p 
where M , E , p , 8 are, respectively, the proton mass, energy, momen-
P p p p 
ttur1, and lab production angle, and µ is the mass of the n, 549 MeV. 
Since in this expression we are also asswning that the two final state 
photons came from an eta, we a.re here two parameters overdetermined so 
that there are three different ways of calculating the photon energy. 
'I'he other two ways, which do not assume an elastic p-C vertex, were 
-22-
M E - µ2/2 P n 
M - E + p cos8 
P n n n 
1 :; t.l1e fl pt'•)•.tuct i o tt 11K1 KlEfKgK<~ !.rt the l11:b, n11U. 
t~ I It. 1·1.-: .v :1.nd 111M111t~ 11 l.1.1111 l~ u1~~ 1K1KgK11Ktt •d from Lhe expret; w i.on t'o r f~ f-~ Ki V1.!C1 ubu vv; 
. n 
:1.11d 
sine 
k 3 = P (cos e + P cos e ) p p sine n 
n 
where p , t he proton momentum is calculated from the conservation of p 
energy relation: 
sine 
p (cosG + p 
p p s :i.nO 
n 
cos(:) ) + M = /p 2 + M 2 
n P P 
111 pn.i.cLl ce , a quartic e quation was solved for pp. 
Next, the mass of the n meson itself was calculated in t wo indepen-
dent ways , the first assuming an elastic p-C event, and the second not . 
The fir st expression is : 
XMNl = 
[ 
sine 
(p (cose + . ep 
p p sin n 
sine 
e ) T ) 2 - ( p cos - Pp sine 
n P n 
The second expression for the mass used only the angles measured in the 
experiment: 
XM.N2 
2 (f - y ) 
= n 
e 2-{t·-y)2 
n 
sine 
M p 
f = ( n case + cos en) !3 nyn, 
sine p p 
e = 
sine 
n 
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a nd y n is cal culated from t h e expression for 3 a bove . 
. n 
•r 11e t' 11er,c;y of t h e et:.1. wa::; t hen ca1culated in t wo i ndepP. rnlen t way s : 
vxpr~KDut:iKuK11 wa:; a : : 
d<.': .:c1 ·.i.b1.'1! .•1.l>ove rrom tlit: r euction plunc inf'onnutiotJ i''t'()Jl.l the prot•m 
~; :iKde tu1'.ether with the hodo~;cope information on the two decay y-rays . 
DlDh~~ MthI~r method asswne s a n elastic p-C vertex: then from c ons ervation 
o t' l?tk r:IK~y I we sec that; t h e enerp:y of the n is ju::; t t h e photon e nergy 
111i.nu s the pro ton kinetic e nergy: 
E = k - T n i P 
where the c alculations of k 1 and T are describe d above. p 
rn pract ~i cc~ I in the kine rnatical r egion in whi c h we were workKinE~ I 
L l1 i !·; lKal;i 1 K~ 1· dc i<~ 1·miK nKDgKiiKon o !' the energy of Lhe eta wn:; very inse rw i tive 
tu Ll1e :.t,:1:ui-ucy of the measurement of 'I' , or to any inelastici t i es, up p 
to abou t 30 MeV in the p - C v e rtex. Of course, the first mentioned d eter-
mination of E is completely independent of the proton energy . The 
n 
d ifferenc e of these two quantities, called DELE, then ought to be near 
ze ro for true event~ and relat ively independent of p-C i nelasti cities . 
In practice, for ·any particular setting , each event was plotted as 
i n fig ure 3 .1: the verti cal axis of this dot plot is DELE, and the 
horizontal axis, XMNl , the mass o f the meson. The true n events 
,. iu~>iK1I· 1 · i 11 t h e center where e xp e cted; in a dditi on , we see a rather 
br·uad. Llack1·:ru und. whi c h is due primar ·i ly to 2 n° production and to th•:: 
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[.,; b<:~ t.l1 d :l l : w:i l.ldu Lltc Cl~ r1iruKgK eluD lK1 ~ Kr wa: : Lli•: <HI<:: wli i d 1 r~ 111i b I •:d. ll: ; Lu 
u~>tK:~ our· u \rt.'rdetermination in the b est wa:y. I f our r eact:i.on kinernaU c~; 
were exactly determined, then we could calculate the mass of the n 
(XMNl) and make a cut upon that variable; since in fact, disregarding 
any p -C inelasticities, we are one parameter overdetermined, we can 
apply just one more cut. Without assuming the mass of the eta, this 
cut would be on the variable XMN2, the other expression for the eta 
rnass. 'r11e events were displayed on a dot plot wi th the axes being the 
t wo way:; of caJ.culatinf; the e ta mass, as we see in fi gure 3 , ;:i . W(: see 
1· 1· ,,111 ilt<~ l"i.::·:urc nu eLn peu.k b.roa.de1· tl11m that in 'figurr.: j .l awl with 
111 0 .1 ·c l>ac hK1I~rou1hlK 
l)ther methods of separating foreground from b ackground we re tried : 
all were inferior to the me thod described of plotting the d ifference in 
two determinations of the eta energy against the eta mass. The reason 
for, this is tha t the variable e ' the lab eta angle, appe ars only in 
n 
the expression f or XMNl and not in that for l;)ELE. For amusement, we 
show i n figure 3 . 3 the results of an attempt to select foreground 
events wi t hout the use of the measured proton energy a nd thus to a.vo id 
the quesLion of p-C ine lasticities we plot k 2-k 3 a gainst XMN2, all of 
which are independent of 'J.' , the proton kinetic energy. p 
'I'o e xhibit the size of our background more clearly, we show in · 
f i gure 3.4 the projections of the indicated bands of events from the 
dot plot onto the mass and DELE axes. We again see peaks in both dis-
t r ibutions where expected, w~th a broad background underneath. Choosing 
·-26-
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'L'alJle '·1 l.\H· t·Ihi ~K; seLt..ing, in a cut of some'./{ hundred t~ventK:;K l~v ·: u so, 
rouglll;>1 1R~~ of t he even ts remaining were part of' the background; at the 
E~nd of this s ec tion, we will describe how the remainder o f the events 
in the dot plot were used to make a correction for thi s cont aminatio n 
wider the central cluster. 
By using the information obtained from the two pulse-heights in 
the shower counters, we were able to exclude some 500 more background 
events f rom under the n peak for the setting in question. In figure 
3 . '.5 we ~>ee a pulse heig ht spectrum from one shower counter for events 
under the c<=ntral cluster as well as for events away from t he cluster 
(liacke:ro1mcl events). We see that the pulse heig hts for e v ents a sso-
c .iaLed with n production are generally much highe r than those asso-
ciated with background processes, indicating that the photons associated 
wi th the b ackground are generally of lower energy . The calibrations 
<:'r u ur :;hLYl.Jl:r counter::; will b e de scribed in Appe ndix VI-3; t h e cuts 
wc~r<: 111:.1.de Lo maximize background disc riminat ion without a signi f icant 
l oss of eta events. 
We show in f igure 3.6 a dot plot analagous to that shpwn in figure 
~ Kl whe re the present plot contains only events whose p-C scattering 
a n1:;le was l ess than 4°. This sample oi' events is one in which an over-
wb12lmi n e; munber of protons scatter purely elastically; because o f the 
si. rnilarity of the two plots , we see that our selection procedure for 
n's is not visibly affected by p-C inelasticities. 
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Figure 3.6 Mass vs . t.En f o r p - C scatter s <4° (highly e l astic eve n t s) . 
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4. Selection of "Useful" Scatters; Polarization Determination 
The last five cuts in Table 3.l, responsible for eliminating some 
2000 events, and leaving l800 for analysis for this setting, all are 
concerne d with the parameters characterizing the p-C scatter . These are 
the angle of the scatter and the energy after the scatter , determined by 
converting the proton range after the scatter to an energy . 
The analyzing power of a p -C scatter i s defined to be the fraction 
of lOO% polarized protons scattering to the left in a l eft- right asym-
metry determination. This number is of course a function of scattering 
angle, energy at the scatter, and the inelasticity of the scatter itself . 
A somewhat modified version of W. A . McNeely 's (l4) fit to the world's 
p-C asymmetry data was used in the present experiment. The fitting prog-
r am before modification would yield an " experimental average" asymmetry 
when furnished the energy and angle of the scatter, the inelasticity of 
the scatter and the experimental (Gaussian) uncertainty in the inelasti-
city for the particular event . In the present experi ment, we kne·w only 
the scattering angle and energy after the scatter, our resolution being 
too poor to reconstruct accurately enough the energy at the scattering 
v ertex . The program was modified to account for our flat resolution in 
inelasticity (we knew only an upper limit on the inel asticity of a 
particular event beyond which its reconstructed mass would be too small 
to be considered as a good event), and our lack of knowledge of the ener-
gy at the vertex . The modified program was compared with the original 
program on a set 
. (l5) 
of data from another experiment where the inelasti-
cities were well known and the results were :found to be consistent . 
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'!'he: ::• · J.:u;L t'ivc cti-ts 0 11 l,hc d.at.a, th1 : 11, 1tt'1 • due !:imply l.11 0 11r 111.t: l'. 
W'e1·e d.lscn.rded because their scattedng angle exceeded 30° (la.b)--a 
regi on where, for most energies, the analyzing power is either very 
small ·or changing very rapidly with angle, or not known well at all; 
'('.;.<• K~vents were discarded because their projected scattering angle on 
tl!e scarw.i ng talile was less than 4° --a region where the analyzing power 
is small, Coulomb s catters begin to compete with nuclear scatters, and 
where we could not be certain of a lack of l eft-right scanner bias in 
tl11.:' selection of events; 1031 events were discarded because their 
eniDfDl~v after the scatter was less than 90 MeV , a r egion where, for 
elastic events , the an?-lyzing power is small and not wel]. known. 
Finall y , 25 events were not used because the analyzing power for these 
events was less than 0.1--a number comparable with the experimental 
unc:ertaint i e s in p-C analyzing powers . 
We ar·e now l eft with, for this setting, 1793 p-C s catte rs to 
analy z.e, ~tbout 80% of which are associated with the photoproduction of 
the n. 'L'lle events were binned according to the energy of the incoming 
y ray and the cent er-of-mass n production angle. The analyzing power of 
each event was c<:1.lculated using the above-mentioned fitting program, and 
the results , a long with the recontructed cf> of the p-C scatter, (see 
figure 2 .lf), were used in a maximum likelihood determination of the pol-
arization . The method is described in Appendix VI-10; for now let us say 
jf" we have a bin of N events, the i'th event having analyzing power A. 
l. 
: u 1d : :•:: '· L l.1 • , .. i ri 1-~ uK 111-~gKc-D <Ji.i . (cf> bei n1I~ o0 f o r a " l cft" sca;L t•~rI 90° for an "up" 
- :~l~-
scatte1·, 1 8 0° for a "right" scatter, e tc.)), then the likelihood 
function for this bin of events is: 
L(P) l = ( 27T )N 
N 
JI 
i=l 
(l + A. Pcos¢.) 
l l 
Th is form of the likelihood function assumes that the detection effi·-
c i ency for a p - C scatter is independent of ¢; when plotted as a func tion 
,J t' I', t.he llkJf; I; Jikely value of' the polarization is that P at which 
L( I' ) i :; v < ~ lDIv n~·utDKly a Un.ussiau und tlw w:id.Lh of t..he Cuuss iau can then 
b<;: inte rpreted ns the experimental error in the determination of P . 
L ( P ) i s normalized in the following sense: 
27T 
J 
0 
... d¢ = 1. 
n 
Thus t he height of the like lihood function can also be interpreted. 
(See Appendix VI-lOE). 
In fi g ure 3 . '( we see a plot of one of our likelihood :functi ons, 
cu 1qc !; pundin~; to evellDi~; with.in the central c1u:;ter in ·t.he d.o t plut or 
1· iK1:DKrr"<~ K ~ .1, for a p o.r t i. culu 1· bin in p h oton energy. 
5. Background Subtraction 
In practice, a :polarization analysis was made on the "background" 
events away from the central cluster to adequately correct for back-
g round contamination under the central cluster. After our finding that 
t he background or "off-kinemati c s" polarization did not vary signi:fi-
eurttly (within statistics) from quadrant to quadrant of the dot plot, 
all of the b a ckground events were lumped together and the resulting 
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I F i gure 3 .7 Typical l ikelihood f unc t ion . 
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1 . t . " "b t t d" d. po a.:riza. ion was su ··rac e , accor ing to the f'ra.ction of bm:ke;rouml 
events in the central region. 
The fraction of background events under the eta. peak was determined 
by a method devised by L. S. Rochester(l6 ) which will be described 
briefly here. 
For events away from the central cluster, we made distributions of 
the following variables: the event origin, the proton range, the hori-
zontal and vertical coordinates of the proton in the third counter in 
the proton telescope, and the horizontal and vertical coordinates of 
the photon in each photon detector. We assumed and found that these 
distributions (for the events away from the eta peak) were uncorrelated. 
Points were selected at random from these distributions and the "event" 
was run through our analysis program, generating a simulated background 
event. The process was repeated for sufficient statistics. Figure 3.8 
shows a dot plot of these generated events, analagous to figure 3.1. In 
figure 3.9 we see distributions of these generated background events in 
the variables XMNl and DELE with cuts made so that this figure is 
exactly analagous to figure 3.4. We normalized these distributions by 
r equir:i.n!J; tlw.t, away rrom the region of the n, the distributions of 
r eal events and of generated events would contain the same number of 
events. Then we knew, in two independent and agreeing ways (using 
the distributions in DELE or in XMNl) how many background events were 
under the eta peak; and by comparing the distribution in photon energy 
for our generated background events with that of our real events, we 
knew our background contamination for any desired bin in photon energy. 
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Figure 3.8 Mass vs. tiE for generated background events, Set I . 
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We then performed the required subtractions i n the polarization values ; 
to repeal; , our only assumptions b eing that the e ne rg:ies a nd o.rigle :.> o .1' 
the proton and photous o f the r eal background events a.re uncorreluLed, 
and that the pol arization of backgro und events under the e ta peak is 
t,he ::.rn.me as its averag e valu e around the eta peak.. 
G. Detcr111 i.nat:i.on of Polarization in the Reaction Plane 
By exactly the narne methods, the polarization in the plan e of the 
reactio n was determine d. This time , the likelihood function is: 
L(P ..... , P 
It 
l 
= ( 2n)N 
N 
II (1 +A. · (P .... cos¢. + P sin¢.)) 
1 1 It 1 
i=l 
where P is the pola riza tion in the reaction plane, and P .... the polari za-
1; 
tion perpendicular to the reaction p lane. ~1 ought to be ze r o by 
p:.:tr i ty .:onservatio n, ( see Appendix VI-9). A non zero P
11 
would indicat e 
p e ch'.lp,s a scanning bias or other error in our methods . P11 was found 
to be consistent with zero where required , · as the next section indicates . 
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IV. hl~rr L'l'G 
L>.v i K f g<~ n1<·Ll11JdG 1lK1 K·~1crib~d .i.n the previ.ou:; :iee·Li.un, .JH>.Ln1·i:1,1.1.Li•Jri 
yD aiD uI·~: pcDl" fu~ reKl Ki cuKiKgKr to a.:; wcg~i a :.; .in I.he react 'lon p.luric· w<:rc! c t.dcuLaLe d 
J'o J' .t'i v e bins in p hoton energy. 
Figure 4.1 shows the spectrum of photon energies for events within 
the central clusters for both Set I and Set II. In figure 4. 2 , we see 
our distributions in center-of-mass production angle , calculated from 
Lhe proton energy and angle , for the same sets of events. Both the 
distribution in photon energy and in center-of-mass production angle 
contn.in some background events, 30% for Set I and 27% for Set II. 
In tables 1~ .1 - 4 . 4, we have tabulated our results; we have 
exi.11 i.c i t ly shown the size of the background correction f'or e ac:h bin 
.in photon e ne rc;y. No cut w1:1s made in center- of-mass productio n angle, 
f i c;w ·e 4. 2 . 'l'he values at the far ri ght of these tables, then, are 
the polarization values and errors, corrected for background by the 
nrethod describ ed in Section III. 
We note the agreement in the value of P..L for the bin which the 
Lwo ~ettine;s have in common, 930 < k < 1000 MeV. In figure 4.3, we 
have µlotted our r~sults for P ...... for the whole experiment , where we 
have lwupe d the events in the overlapping bin together. In doing this, 
we r emember that the average center-of-mass production ang l es for Set I 
and Set II are 95° and 80°, respectively, figure 4.2. 
We have similarly plotted our final results for P foreground events, 
II 
P ...... background events and ~1 background events in fi gures 4.4, 4. 5 and 
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Vl-9. '['he reaction w -+ prr0 rr0 is such a proces~;I and we be.lieve it to 
( 17) 
bi~ the major source of our background. 'rhe process 
YP -+ Pn 
L 
also contributes to our background; of course for it we expect P to 
II 
vanish. 
'!'he errors shown are statistical in nature. Passi ble sources of 
systematic errors such as analyzing power inaccuracies or shifts in 
measured quantities (range measurements, angles) have been investigated 
and it was found that the only major source of such errors was the 
reflection of our lack of knowledge of the inelasticities in the 
determination of' the analyzing power for each p-C scatter. On the 
average, using the method devised of averaging the analyzing power over 
all possible inelasticities, our polarization values were changed by 
20% over the results obtained by assuming each event to be purely 
elastic. (See Appendix VI-8.) By taking a careful look at the dis-
tribut:iun of incoming proton energies f'or our experiment as well as the 
dependence of the p-C analyzing power and cross-section on inelasticity, 
we feel that the 20% number is reasonable and that our possible system-
atic uncertainty ought to be at the most 10% of the values obtained by 
a:3suminc; eaeh event to be· elastic. Thus we can say our systematic error 
-52-
at eu.ch point is well within the statistical error bars themselves. We 
remark that for an experiment where incoming proton energies exceed 
those in our experiment significantly (an average of 165 MeV for Set I, 
216 MeV for Set II), knowledge of the inelasticity becomes essential 
in doing an accurate polarization experiment . 
A word should be said concerning the value of the polari zation of 
the foregr ound parallel to the reaction plane for the bin k = 930 to 
.1000 MeV in Set I. Thls particular bin has a corrected (for background) 
number of events of only 156 whereas the other two bins at the same 
setting have a total of 1114 corrected events. Putting all of those 
events into one bin yields a polarization in the plane value for Set I 
of .09 ± . 12. Similarly, for Set II the value of P in the plane is .15 
± .17. For the entire experiment, Pin the plane for foreground events 
becomes .11 ± .10. This may be compared with the value of .46 ±.10, 
the polar ization of foreground events out of t he plane for the entire 
experiment. 
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V. DISCUSSION 
Our results, as shown in figure 4.3, show a sizeable positive 
polarization both in the energy region dominated by the isobar s 11(1550) 
and in that of the P11 (1750) sta te. (See figure 1.1) 
In this section, we would like to explore the following questions: 
(1) what would we expect the polarization to be in the simplified model 
where only the s11 (1550) and P11 (1750) resonances contribute; (2) from 
our data, what can be said about the P-wave amplitude under the s11 (1550) 
and the S-wave amplitude in the region of the P11 (1750); (3) were the 
P11 (1460) photoexcited, how would the polarization and asymmetry behave; 
and (4), what conclusions about the isobars contributing to our reaction 
will we be able to reach when we have our data on the o0 - 180° asym-
metry in eta photoproduction? 
1. Polarization in the Model of the s11 (1550) and P11 (1750) 
If we consider only j = ~ S and P wave meson-nucleon states, then 
from the conservation of parity, electric dipole absorption leads to 
the sll intermediate state, and magnetic dipole absorption to the pll 
intermediate state. We call the amplitudes for these absorptions Ed 
and Md, respectively. Considering only these states, the expression 
for the differential cross-section for yP + pn is 
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The recoi l proton polarization , P(e), for the above reaction , can be 
found f r om the following expression : 
P(e) I(e) = - 2 I 
m 
± ++ 
where P( e) is in t h e direction of kxq . 
If we now defi ne , (where R and I refer to real and imaginary parts) 
* A = Re (Ed Md) = ~~ + EI MI 
* and p = - I (Ed Md) =·~ MI EI ~D 5 . 1 m 
then we see that the o0 - 180° asymmetry is given by 
I(0°) - I(l80°) = 4A, 
and the polarization at 90° becomes 
Now let us suppose that the S wave amplitude is resonant, cor res-
ponding to an interme diate state s11 (1550) . This assumption t ells us 
something about the energy dependence of the Ed amplitude; at least 
near resonance, it should behave like 
5 . 2 
where E is the energy of the r e sonance and r is its total width, about 
r 
120 MeV. 
We see from the form for Ed that at t he energy of the resona~ceI 
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5. 
We also note that Im Ed takes on its maximum right at the energy of the 
resonance, which corresponds to k = 830 MeV. 
If we similarly suppose the P wave amplitude to arise from the 
P11(1750) resonance alone, with a width of about 250 MeV, then we can 
make similar statements about its energy behavior. 
We assume here that in the expression for the amplitude for 
yp ~ pn, the Breit-Wigner forms for the two resonances, s11 (1550) and 
P11 (1750), enter with undetermined relative sign only. This is a . 
less stringent assumption than that used for the cross-section fits 
in reference 24. Then we see from our expressions for A and P that 
at 830 MeV, where ~ ~ O, the asymmetry and the polarization should 
be opposite in sign. 
2. S-P Interference in the Region of the s11 (1550) and P11 (1750) . 
Our polarization is positive at k = 830 MeV (the center of the 
s11 (1550) resonance) . Looking at expression 5.1 for the polarization, 
and remembering that ER' the real part of the electric dipole amplitude, 
at this energy is zero, we can thus say that~D the real part of the 
magnetic dipole amplitude, is negative at k = 830 MeV. This magnetic 
dipole amplitude could result from the P11 (146o). 
Similarly our positive polarization at k = 1100 MeV implies eit her 
a positive real part to the electric dipole amplitude there, or a large 
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negative imaginary part t~ the electric dipole amplitude. We assume 
the P wave amplitude near 1100 MeV comes from the P11 (1750): there 
are in principle the two choices for the Ed amplitude, sioce 1100 MeV 
is about 40 MeV less than the center of the P11 (1750), so that ~ 
does not vanish there. If we assume this Ed amplitude at 1100 MeV to 
be resonant, then our second choice, large negative imaginary part 
to Ed, is compatible with the 811 (1710). •We should point out that 
the central energies for the resonant states we are here describing, 
811 (1710) and P11 (1750), are not well established. 
3. Photoexcitation of the P11 (146o) 
The threshold for eta photoproduction is 1487 MeV in the center-
of mass. Thus if the P11 (1460) contributes to this process, it does 
so through its long tail: its width is about 200 MeV. 
We take the most s.imple minded approach to the problem of a reson-
ance below threshold, namely that the Md amplitude for the P11 (1460) 
is still of the Breit-Wigner form of expression 5 .2. Then, from our 
expressions for the asymmetry and polarization, we see that at 830 MeV, 
P and A both ought to be of the same sign. However, such an approach 
may be unreasonable. The problem of an S-wave resonance below threshold 
has been investigated. (l8 ) The treatment explicitly applies for paten-
tial scattering in an 8 state alone. The result is that for a bound 
state of energy-€ (where € > 0 and small), the scattering phase shift' 
is given by 
tano 
0 
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where Eis the energy of the scattered particle. We note that the 
above phase shift varies rapidly from ~ at threshold to ~/O for 
E >> E. The important point is that a below threshold resonance may 
be felt in a way totally different from the usual phase shift behavior, 
which is from 0 to ~-
This treatment will not apply to the Roper resonance below eta 
threshold because of its large width. We note; however, that this 
abnormal clockwise behavior of the phase shift has been seen in partial 
wave fits to K-p scattering, there arising from the A(l405), 30 MeV 
below threshold. (l) 
4. Information from Other Experiments 
From our polarization data, we have established a P wave amplitude 
in the region of the s11 (1550) and an S wave amplitude in the region 
of the P11 (1750). We have not been able to say whether or not these 
amplitudes are resonant. 
From expression 5.1, we see that for our positive polarization to 
be a result of interference between the s11 (1550) and P11 (1750), these 
two resonances must contribute with opposite sign. This makes definite 
~erro-iuzziI private communication. 
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predictions concerning the energy dependence of the o0 - 180° 
asynunetry in eta photoproduction; data on this asymmetry which were 
taken by our group are presently being analyzed and should shed more 
light on the two regions of interest. Even so, it will probably be 
necessary to do the polarized target and polarized photon experiments 
mentioned in the introduction to completely settle the question of the 
SU(3) assignment of the P11(1460) and to establish whether there is 
811(1550) - s11 (1710) mixing. 
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VT. J\PPL•;NDIX 
l. Sync hrotron, beam, monitoring. 
Figure 2 .1 shows the main feature s concerning the photon beam 
be for e interacting in the hydrogen target. Electrons in the main ring , 
after being a ccelerated in a circle to endpoint e nergy, strike a thin 
tantalum target. The resulting photon beam was collimated a nd scraped 
at several points with the use of lead apertures. Before reaching the 
final s craper, the photon beam was allowed to p a ss through a permanent 
3 kilogauss magnet (shown in the figure) to further r e duce any charged 
particles in the beam . At the t a rget, the beam cross-section was 
circular wi th a r a dius of 1. 2 cm and its a ngular divergence was 4 milli-
1·::i1.iians. 
No absolute rneasu:rement or beam ).ntensi ty was needed in t he a n a lysis 
o f our experiment. However, during the actual running of the experiment, 
the beam intensity was monitored by use of a Wilson quantameter. This 
p r ovided a means of checking the rates of all .counters and important 
coinci dence circuits in the experiment . 
;~ K Hydrogen 'I'arget 
'rhe liquid hydrogen target used in this experiment is shown in 
. f' . 6 1 d h b d . b . . 1 ( 19 ) I th t 
.:. 1gu re . an as e en e scri ea. p r evious y . n e presen 
expe?:·j.ment , the cylindrical mylar cup which c ontained the hydrogen was 
;K~ lK O cm in leng th a nd 3 . 8 cm in diameter a nd was oriented so that the 
b e :i.111 pa;.; :;1..!d rtKg_on1~ t h e cylinde r axis . In t h e way of t h e beam was • 012 " 
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of mylar (us well as the hydrogen--.0708 f!,/cm3 at 20.3° K) anll -t~he 
r e action products went throug h (n ormally) .005" of mylar and .03)" ol' 
a l.uminwn after leaving the hydrogen. 
3 . Photo n Detection 
The apparatus used for photon detection in this experime nt was 
~~ i mi1ar t o that used in previous experiments in our r;:roup. ( 2 0 ) F'igure 
(i. ;) ::; h ows two v .i.ews o f our detection system. Ea ch detection system 
.:ons.i stt.•d or a veto ::;c inti llation counter to re j ect charge d p a rticJ.e s, 
two radiation leng ths o f lead in front of a 7 x 9 hodoscope grid of' 
overlapping scintillation counters, and a lead-lucite Cerer.kov shower 
count er. 'rhe total aperture of each system was 6" x 10" and for both 
kinematica l s ettings, each was at a distance from the hydrogen target 
of about 22". The hodoscope grid consisted of five overlapping vertical 
counters yielding nine bins, and four overlapping horizontal counters 
y ielding s even bins. Thus each grid element had the dimensions 1.1" by 
0.85 11 and the typical angular acceptance in the horizontal direction was 
about ? .9° . 
'l'he t wo radiation lengths of lead converted about 80% o f the inci-
dent photons; the biases on the hodoscope counters were set so that each 
eounter was 100% efficient for minimum ionizing particles. This assured 
us that all converting photons would be detected. 
The l e ad-lucite Cerenkov shower counter consisted of six lucite 
plates attached to one lucite light pipe, with five radiation lengths of 
lead betwee n the plates. A 5" RCA 7046 phototube collected the light . 
P_RO()l.X;_TIQfl 
PLANE 
SIDE VIEW 
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Figure 6.2 The photon detection system (horizontal 
hodoscopes not shown). 
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The light intensity was roughly proportional to the ene:rgy of the photon 
(for normal incidence near the center of the counter), with a Gaussian 
_ ·1, 
n i ~~m:iK of LO% n.t LOOO Mt~s and depe nding upon energy as E '2 . f\s explained 
e•1K 1·Ki:iKt~ lDI i'oregroulld e vent~; h11.d a. v e ry different pulse huight. upectrum 
fn)m buckgroumi events and by setting aminimum value upo n the photon 
pulse heights, we were able to further reduce background contamination. 
As a result, some small number of eta events were lost, but the back-
ground events were depleted much more. From the results of a lengthy 
investigation by L. S. Rochester on the effects of non-normal incidence 
and on edge effects with the very same shower counters for his cross-
section experiment, (l3 ) we find that the pulse height spectrum for 
mono-energetic photons begins to collapse very strongly for photons 
showering withiu one centimeter of the edge of the 6" x 10" aperture 
or the s hower counter, so that by applying a minimum pulse height to 
nceept a n event, we are effectively throwing out n events whose photons 
(one or both) shower in this region. 
'l'he two shower counters were calibrated with monoenergetic elec-
trons of normal incidence. In addition, a B = 1 peak was obtained by 
removing the lead between the lucite plates and passing 600 MeV elec-
trans through the counter. Our results were consistent with those of 
L. S. Rochester. (l3 ) 
It was important to monitor the performance of the shower-counters 
during the running of the experiment and for this purpose, as in our 
previous exper iments,two small scintillation counters with six inches 
of lead between them were placed behind each shower counter. A trigger 
of these Lwo cuwit<;irs in coinc ldt:.•nce provided u nource or non-uhowcr· ·i.rw; 
parti.cles (fast pio ns and muon:.>) of 13 ? 0.96. l' •.! r .i.odica11.:y durl.n1-'. Lliu 
e xperiment, the gains of the chower counters were checked with thir~ 
source a nd the biases on the counters were set with respect to the 
resu1ti n~ rninirnwn ionizing distributions. The biases were set in such 
a way a:.:; to minimize f a lse triggers from 13 = 1 particles or low e nergy 
photons from background processes while not at the same time cutting 
s ignificantly into the spectrum of true n events. We estimate that 
with our b ias settings we lost only a small percentage of the true 
events f'or Set I, whereas for Set II, the number was more like 10%. 
This situation could not be tolerated in a cross-section measurement; 
for our purpo ses, the se setting s gave us, especially for Set II, a much 
richer sample of n events on the film with the slight increase in run-
n i ng time (to obtain a g iven number of events) outweighed by the 
~~crease in scanning time. 
l.1. Proton 'I'elescope 
A. Apparatus 
The proton t e lescope consisted of three scintillation counters a nd 
three spark c hambers , as shown in figure 6.3. It is essentially the 
same as that use d in previous experiments in our group. The first 
scintillator was 611 x lO" while the other two measured l7. 5 " x l7.5". 
All were !4" thick. The c ounters were a rranged such that a proton 
traveling in a straight line from any portion of the target and passing 
throu g h the third proton scintillation counter would automatically h ave 
IH:l.ssed t h roug h the other t wo scintillators. The biases on the proton 
• 
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<~uw1ter~; 1"<'l'C ~et in such a \vUY as to uKx:clud<~ minimum:; wi. t h o ut. cu l. Linr.i; 
i11"!-.1.) the ul.owcr ~iug t hcre t'or0 more he~iKvily Kiongzlnr~ proLorw. /\. pu l.G •.: -
lle Ki1~ Kl!l; :;pcL·tru.r11 _t\11: protons for u.uy one o:l' the Bciuti:tlu.tiou cou n L(:f.'!J 
wus obtaine d by use of' an additiona l l" scintillator . With a large 
puls e height requirement upon this counter in coincidence with the 
s cintillator in question and with enough carbon between the two 
scintillators to stop a 250 MeV proton ( ""'30 cm), we were able to easily 
distingui sh b etween a proton and a minimum ionizing spectrum . I n addi-
tion, the maximum of the proton spectrum always occurred at exactly the 
place, r elative to the minimum p e ak, predicted by energy loss of 
po.rticl.es i n matter tables. 
'l'he two thin foil chambe rs between the proton s c intillation 
counter s each contained four gaps separated by 0.001" aluminum f o il. 
'fhe active area of the first was 8" x 10" and of the second, 17. 5" x 
17.5" . The range-scattering chamber wasmodular--two gap sparking 
modules alte rnating with carbon modules. These have been described 
befor e , (l9) and are shown in detail in figure 6.4 . The carbon plates 
were 1 cm a nd 1.5 cm thick; an attempt was made to arrange these sizes 
i n the range- s c attering chamber in such a way as to 'maximize resolution, 
t 'or each ~;E!ttin1~ I in t he vertex o f the scatter a nd in the proton stopping 
poin t . However , it was found that our resolution was very insensit ive 
to any such a rra n gement. 
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E. Optics and Fiducials 
l) The lenses and mirrors used to send two views 90 a.pa.rt of a.11 
th1·ee chambers to the camera are shown in figure 6. 3 us well in 
figure 6. ~iK Lenses were required to see into the spark gaps of the 
r::t.nge chamber because of its size; they were plano-convex, each with 
a 1.·ocal l ength or 19' r, 11 c.. • The effect of distortions was checked ai'ter 
ou r· system wu:3 aligned by photographing a specially mude grid a t 
St.'veral positions in the region of the range chamber. Both horizontal 
and vertical distortions were checked for and found to be negligible. 
The fiducials, appearing as plus signs in figure 6.5, were 
machined onto lucite strips which were end-lighted. The strips were 
mounted independently of the spark chambers. The distance of the 
fiducial frame from the origin was known to about 1 mm while the inter-
fiducial distances were measured to an accuracy of about 0.1 mm. 
) . · Electronics 
In figure 6.6 and figure 6.7 we see the main features of our logic 
and r eadout systems. In both figures, SP refers to counters in the 
proton telescope and PbL to the lead-lucite shower counters. For a 
discussion of the logical requirements for an event trigger, see Section 
II. By re~uiring a veto signal to be a coincidence between one veto 
counter and the ·shower counter on the opposite side, we were able to 
effectively reduce our veto dead-time. Our coincidence delay curve 
widths of 20 ns resulted in a negligible loss of events. 
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6. Scanning and Measuring Criteria 
Every one of the 280,000 pictures was scanned twice (each roll of 
film being looked· at by two individuals) by trained scanners, many of 
whom had had previous experience working on a polarization experiment. 
To be considered a possible scatter, the proton track had to fulfill 
the following criteria: . 
l.) 'l'lie event must have a clear scatter of at least 3° in 
either of the two views of the range-scattering chamber. 
2) The track length after the scatter must be long enough 
to measure well (usually three sparking modules). 
3) The event must have only one scatter. 
4) The event must be correlated in all chambers. 
Both lists of scatters, each generated by a different scanner, were 
looked at by a third scanner. The third scanner or verifier was one 
o f two individual s for the entire experiment, the two most experienced 
scan11er ::; or the group . 'rhe verifier was the one who <lecided upon any 
evenLs in contention. In practice, only events with scatters of 4° or 
more were used in the final analysis. Out of a sample of 6 8 0 such 
events, the scanning efficiency of the first group of scanners was 97.3% 
while that of the second group was 95.3%. 
7. Events Leaving the Chamber; $Resolution 
A matter of importance in the present experiment is a consideration 
of events which may leave the scattering chamber after scattering. These 
must be thrown out since their range after scattering is uncertain and 
-q~-
necessary in the present experiment. The position of the last spark on 
each proton track was constructed and if the event could have traversed 
one more module without detection, the event was discarded. 
Events which do not leave the chamber must also be looked at 
carefully to see that if they had scattered "the other way", they 
could have been detected. For an example, we consider the case where 
the scatter takes place in the plane of the reaction and we take this 
r eaction plane to be parallel to the horizontal plane of the scattering 
chamber (which it is on the average). The proton polarization perpen-
dicular to this plane is related to the left-right scattering asymmetry 
in this plane; the event shown at the top of figure 6.8 clearly cannot 
be used in a sample of events (scattering in the reaction plane) to 
determine the left-right scattering asymmetry as it could not have been 
fully detected had it scattered in the other direction. 
At the bottom of figure 6.8 we show a way of representing an 
arbitrary scatter. 'l'he z-axis goes into the paper with the x-z plane 
representing the reaction plane. The solid line represents the proton 
after the scatter (the initial proton direction being along the z-axis) 
with ¢ being defined as indicated. The dotted lines represent scatters 
with related ¢'s as indicated. 
From figure 6.8, we see that if we are interested in polarization 
perpendicular to the reaction plane, arising from an asymmetry in the 
reaction plane, the indicated scatter may be used in the likelihood 
analysis without modification for the following two cases: (we assume 
the scatter itself does not leave the chamber) (1) if the related 
-p 
(a) 
( b) 
/ 
Jt. 
/ 
;' 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
( 360- cp) 
(180- 4>) 
y /1' 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
' x 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' ~ 
(IBO+cp) 
Figure 6,8 (a) Dia.gram of event not used in a 
likelihood analysis; 
E~F representation of the ~ in a p-C 
scatter, and of related scatters. 
-75-
scatter at ¢ + 180° does not leave the chamber; (2) if the related 
scatter at ¢ + 180° does leave the chamber, the one at 180° - ¢does 
not leave the chamber and the one at 360° - ¢does leave the chamber; 
(this latter case is as though we are only sensitive to a ¢region of 
TI rather than 2TI radians). Similar requirements can be stated for a 
determination of the polarization in the reaction plane. 
Only 5% of our events failed to fall into one of these categories 
and these were not analyzed although a procedure for treating these is 
described in Appendix VI-lOF. 
As a check, the events were analyzed separately depending upon in 
which side of the chamber . they occurred and the results were consistent 
(for both settings). 
All events upon the final list (from the verifier) were measured 
as possible candidates for the reaction and a large sample of the events 
were measured and analyzed twice to give us an idea of how measuring 
errors would affect calculated quantities. The only quantity to vary 
significantly from measure to measure was the calculated¢of the p-C 
scatter, figure 6.8. The discrepancy varied depending upon the theta 
of the scatter, but on the average for the events used in the analysis, 
thi d . was about 8°. s iscrepancy If we consider this a reflection of our 
resolution in ¢, then our results must be modified slightly; this 
because the observed cosine ¢will always be somewhat smaller than its 
actual value. The entire effect, however, is less than 1%. See 
reference 21. 
-7G-
8. Analyzing Power 
The analyzing power of an element can be defined very simply a.s 
the asynunetry induced in the scattering of 100% polo.riz,e d protorw. or 
course the ana.1-yzing power is a function of proton enere;y ; tlw angle 
of the scatter, as well as the inelasticity of the scatter. The experi-
mental method of double . scattering of unpolarized protons to obtain the 
magnitude of the asymmetry( 22 ) and that of slowing down the protons 
after the first scatter to less than 10 MeV and observing their asym-
metry in scattering off of He4 (whose analyzing power is calculable) to 
obtain its sign are well known. 
A program -written by W. A. McNeely(l4) to interpolate between all 
the known p-C analyzing power data was used with a modification 
described in Section III to account for our lack of knowledge of the 
j_nelasticity of each p-C scatter. 
In figure 6.9 we see a two dimensional representation of the 
elastic proton-Carbon analyzing power as fit by W. A. McNeely. As was 
mentioned previously, the analyzing power for the present experiment, 
when our lack of knowledge of the p-C inelasticity was accounted for, 
.was, for a typical bin of events, about 20% less than the value cal-
culated using the values in figure 6.9. Fig\lre 6.10 shows the values 
of the analyzing power, when averaged over inelasticities, actually 
used in the present experiment. 
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9 . Conservation L)f P:.i.ri ty 
We first con:..; ider the process p-C + p-C. Carbou iu a :..;p·i.n z e r o 
l1lli~lt•u:KK;; Lhere t'o1·L: the: lll0!.3l. genero.l ampl.i iudl~ rur ih ~i :.: JH'OCC.!S!) , Cll!~a :;-
Lt: n t. wi U 1 par L ty c on!; c r·vu.L. i. on, i s u r l.he f'orm 
,., 
<"tlJ f I r + g a . n I 1jJ i > 
where 1jJ1 a nd ijJf are the initial and final proton spinors, a nd n is a 
uui l:. vector normal to the scattering plane. 'I'he quantities f and g 
a !D t~ f unc t ions of energy and angle, but not of spin. 
The di fferential cross-section for this process is 
* *+ -+ 
= <ijJ . I (f + g a • n) (f + ga • n)I ijJ. > 
i i 
* = Ir! 2 + jgj 2 + 2 Ref g <tJi.lcr ·nl 11J.> i i 
= If I 2 + I gl 2 + 2 Re f * g (P. in n) 
+ 
where P. is the incoming polarizati on. in 
If we make the identification 
we can write 
d o 
M2 a 
* 
A = 2 Re f g l f l2+ jgj2 
-+ 1 + A (P. • n). 
in 
'I'his is the origin of the expressions used in the likelihood function. 
-+ Let us now calculate the polarization, Pout= <ijJf a ij!f>,of the 
-Go-
l'i nal state pro t on rui· the process p-C ->- p-C . 
.. ,.,.. 
l ' 
out 
.,. *-1-
-<1/!. I ( r + g a 
.l 
When the Pau li spin algebra is completed, the result l B 
do 
d S2 
-+ 
1-' 
ouL 
+ (P. 
in 
* -+ 
• n)n - 2 Im (f g )n x P 
* + 2 Re f g n 
-+ -+ 
in 
We note in particular that if Pin= O, then Pout is only in the direction 
o:t' n, the normal to the reaction plane. 
We w:i 11 state here that the result is the same for two-body photo-
p roduction: if the initial protons and photons are unpolarized, then 
the f inal state polarization is in the direction of the normal to the 
reaction plane. This follows from writing down the most general 
parity conserving amplitude for photoproduction (this time including 
-+ tl 1 l~ photon polu.ri zation vector, £), and calculating the final state 
}-)(llari zo.tion for_ an unpolarized initial state. 
In the case of a background process with more than a two-body final 
0 0 
stat e , such as yP-+ pTI TI , the extra degree of freedom in the final 
stat e allows parity conserving interaction terms which yield a polariza-
-+ -+ Li on in a direction other than k x p, (for instance the term 
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10 . The Maximwn Likelihood Method(l) 
A. 'rhe First Moment 
If a beam of N protons with polarization P in the z direction is 
i llL' ideut .. on the ori gin 1long the y ax.i s , the number oJ' events seat ter:iKn rK~ 
: 1. L ;:iKn~~lKiD ~1 i:.; g i s<K;~ n by t.he expre:rnion 
N (1 + A. P cos¢) = - tlcj> 2 1T 10.1 
wltL·re A i ~; Lile u.m=tlyzint'. power of the scaLLer (assume d ror uow t o he 
constan t for all N scatters) and where all N events do scatter. The 
larger N, the more correct will be this expression. We see that the 
average value of the cosine of the angle is g iven by 
so that 
2'1!' 
f 
p = 2 CciScj) 
A 
0 
N( cp) coscp dcp = A p 2 
10 . 2 
Jr h uwever , :i.J.l :;catters do not have the same analyzin1~ pltl~rI but 
i u~;teagK th<: r e are N. event s with a n a lyzing power A. , then 
l . l 
and 
(l) 
N(cp) def> 
p 
coscp = 2 
E 
i 
N. (l + A. P coscp) 
l l def> 
N. A. 
l l 
N 
21T 10 . 3 
'!'he m:iKtI~ri a l in this section is treated much more fully in ref . 21 . 
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so that 
p = ;-~ cos <P 
A 
where A :i.s the average analyzing power. For the 24 bins of events in 
t ~1e present expe riment for which polarization values are reported 
( t'orcground, background, in the plane and out of the p1ane), the above 
simple minded determination of the polarization agreed in all cases 
with the value obtained from the maximum likelihood method to within 
about 30% of an error bar. 
We would like to calculate the statistical error in P from the 
a·bove simp1e-minded express ion. For this, we use the central limit 
theorem: the standard deviation in the average of N measurements of a 
quantity (in this case coscjl) is equal to the square root of the second 
moment about the mean of the quantity, divided by the square root of N. 
1;·0 r A = 1, the averaee value of cos cp is just P /2 so that we have 
and there.fore 
(coscj> - P/2) 2 = ~ f N(cjl) (coscf> - P/2) 2 dcj> 
l 21T p 2 l p2 
= O~ { (1 + P cos¢) (cos 2¢ - P cos¢ + 4 )dcp = 2 4 
E~cos¢F O = (1_ - ~ )/N 2 4 
giving UB the expression for & : 
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gyI~;ainI if ow· distribution were as in expresDion 9K ·~ We.! would. r~ei 
lr1 t he p1·1:;Gent. exper.i.rrre nt, Al' was 1.1.lwnys l.f.:!tJS Lhnn . : ·l1 :·;o Ltm1. Llw •·:-:-
pressiou 
1 fi 
N 
is accurate a nd reproduces our errors as calculated by the maximum 
l ikelihood method . 
B. 'rhe Likelihood Function 
As pointed out in the beginning of this section, a proton scattering 
with analyzing power A has a probability proportional to 
l + A P coscj> 
2 1T 
o f scattering at the azimuthal ang le <P where again we are assuming P 
is in. the z direction. A depends upon the polar scattering angl e (not 
¢) ~s well ~s the proton ener gy and the ine lasticity of the scatter. 
I.f we ask now, what is the probability that N protons will scatter 
wj.th ang les cpi whe r e the analyzing powers of the scatters are Ai, the 
~1nswer is 
(1 + A. P coscj> .) 
l l 
2 1T 
simply the product of the individual probabilities. The above expres-
si.on can be looked upon as the probability of generating an experiment 
wiLh the c iven ph.i disLribution. We note that 
21T 2 1T 21T 
f •• •• f1T f 
0 0 0 . 
P(ct> , ¢ .••• ¢ ) d¢ drjJ .... J.tfi = l 
1 2 n 1 2 n 
i. e . , the sum of the probabilities of every experiment is one. 
This same expression , however, can be looked upon as a function 
01' p: 
L (I' ) 
N 
n 
i=l 
l + A. P 
:L coscp. l. 
Jt1 words , it is the probability of generating a given experiment 
(¢ 1 , ¢2 ••• tfin) as a f unction of polarization P . Thus, for a given 
exµeriment , the value of P for which L(P) is maximum is the most likely 
value of the polarization. As such, L(P ) i s called the likelihood 
!~unctionK 
In practice, t hi s was the method by which the polarization values 
perpe ndicular to the reaction plane reported in the present experiment 
Wt::,re l)bLaine d. In all cases, L(P) was relatively narrow and was very 
ncar J.y a 1;aw;s:i an t h r our,h the whole range of P , from -1 to 1. 
l"o r a d e t e rmination of polarization values in the reaction, the 
l'ul.Jowing l'UI1ct:i.on was maxi.mi.zed: 
1 + A. P 11 sin¢. l. l. II 
i=l 21T 
10.5 
If one allows for polarization both perpendicular and parallel to the 
reaction plane, the expression analagous to 10 . 1 is 
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N(cjl) d¢ = 
N(l + A P_,_ cos4> + A P
11 
sin<J>) 
d<j> 21r 
~D" th:tL I. ilt·: ftHll.' li.on to mn.ximi ze beco111cs 
L(P_,_, P11 ) = II 
i=l 
(l + Ai P ... cos<J>i + Ai P 11 sin<j>i) 
21T 
iJowever, it can be shown( 2l) that the use of expression 10.) instead o:f 
t!H: above expre~c;sion :for determination of P11 yields exactly the san1e 
result; the only difference being an insignificant (less than 3% for 
the present experiment) change in the error bars (which are the Gaussian 
widths of the likelihood functions). 
c. 'J'he Analytic F'unction L(P P ) 
' 0 
We w,mld like to answer the following q_uestion: if a beam of N 
protons or polarization P scatter with analyzing power 1, what does 
0 
the likelihood function for the resulting 4> distribution look like? 
We fi~st note the following: 
L(P) 
N 
IT 
i=l 
1 + P cos<J>. 
l 
27T 
N 1 + P cos¢. 
ln L(P) - E ln ( l) 
- i=l 2 'TT 10.6 
For a particular smooth distribution of events N(¢), the above expres-
sion becomes: 
2'TT 
ln L(P) = f N(¢) ln 1 + P cos¢ 
0 21T d¢ 
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In particular, for N scatters with proton polari zation P , 
0 
N(¢) = N 
s o that we can define 
l + P cos¢ 
0 
2 1T 
2 rr 1 + P c os¢ J + P cos $ 
.ln r. (F, L' ) = N f ( o -) ln d.¢ 
o o :~ n :.>·ir 
tu b~ t he loga:r .i. t!uu o :f the funct :i.on we are interested ir1. In words, 
L(P , P ) is the likelihood function for an experiment whose ¢ distri-
o 
bution is that arising fran an ideal scattering experiment done with 
N protons of polarization P • 
0 
The above integral can be done exactly yielding: 
) f~ (1+/1-P 2 ln L(P , P
0 
= N ~n 2 
qil t~ a bove expression yields a limiting analytic form for the likelihood 
\fri ting 
ln L(P, P ) 
0 
it c a n be s hown that 
f (P ) = 
n o 
so that we can write: 
00 
N E 
n=2 
(P - P )n f (P ), 
o n o 
( ) J r· f_' = 
i 0 ~·K~ ~ + p'• + E~ + 16 .] 
r 1· iJlll whi c h we can derive o.n expressjon for 0, 11K::;swnin1~ J.( I ', I' ) 
() 
Wt.' get 
J?-P o) f2a 2 
L(P , P ) a e 
0 
o = If [ 1 - Pm~/4 - m~/1S - .. .J . 
Ct:)111par ing with 10. 4 we see the size of the advantage of the likelihood 
appr oach . 
D. Hig her Moments 
It can be shown in another way that the method of maximum likeli-
hood is better, although not by much, than the method of simply equating 
P to twice the average value of the cosine of phi. Briefly, taking the 
derivative of i~KS with respect to P and setting the result to zero, the 
. .;c1uation which the most likely value of P must satisfy is 
N 
2: 
i=l 
cos¢. 
1 
1 + P cos¢. 
1 
::: 0 
whe re we have taken A = l for simplicity. Expanding, we have 
N 
~ cos¢. (1 - P cos¢. + P 2 cos 2 ¢. - P 3 cos 3¢. + ... ) O 
1 1 1 1 
i=l 
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This is equivalent to the expression 
where tl1e "bu.rs" mean average values. Keeping only the f irst t,wo terms, 
we obtain 
p ::;: cos cp 
cos 
2 4> 
10.7 
which is equivalent to expression 10.2 when we set A==l and cos 2<ji :::: ~ 
a~> it is l.'or a large nwnber of events. 
We also note that equation10.7 is satisfied exactly by P:::: 2 cos¢ 
if our distribution of events is of the form N(¢) == N(l + P coscp) 
2TT 
We recall that expression.10.2 for P was derived by considering what 
the average value of cos<J> was for our perfe ct distribution in terms of 
P. Equivalently, we could have calculated the average of cos 3 ¢: 
---:r-
c o s ¢ 
2Tf 
l f N(l + P cosp) cos 3¢ d<J> == 
N o 2TT 
lp 
8 
8 3</> so that we have P == 3 cos . If however, we calculate our statistical 
01To.r: i u the above determination of P, in the manner done for the 
expression involving cos¢, we find the result less certain. We see 
that we could write down an infinite number of equations involving the 
moments of powers of cos¢ which P should satisfy; they are of the form 
where 
P C cos2n +l¢, 
n 
-H9-· 
27r 
l ') c = f cos~n<m dcp 
n 27r 
0 
l r 
(2n + 
2 
1) 
= (n + 1) /TI r 
The maximum likelihood method as exhibited in equationJD.7 is the one 
method which uses all of the above equations relating P to the moments of 
puwers o.f cosiue phi of the experimental distribution, each weighted 
wi.Ll1 Llie proper rK::iKt~nificanceK For a :finite number of eventr;, N, the 
hi 1·: h<~r l.tw moment Le.ken, the less nignificant is the resultinE·~ equat ion 
us we eveutually begin to probe the experimental distribution for st r ue-
ture beyond the average spacing of the events. Since cosn<f> contains 
terms up to cosnct> , its effective "wave length" is TT/n so that, for a 
sample of N events, we expect equations involving moments of cosct> 
beyond N about n = 2 to be totally without information. 
E. The Magnitude of the Likelihood Function 
We have spoken up to now only of the width of the likelihood 
function and of the value of P at which it is maximum. We will say 
~;omcth KiK1K11DK uf Lhe actual value of the function at its peak which does 
yieJ.d ini'ormution not contained in the width. '!'he f'unction we have 
def'ined above as L(P, P ) when evaluated at P 
0 
L(P , 
0 [ 
2 7T (1 + P cos<f>) 
P ) = exp N f 2 ° ln o TI 
0 
P is 
0 
l + p cos <P 
0 
2TI 
10. 8 
and this number represents the value the likelihood function takes at 
' its peak for a perfect distribution of N scatters of polarization P . 
0 
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The actual experimental distributions are not perfect so that it is 
useful to compare the height of the likelihood function for each 
experimental bin with that of the function had the distribution been 
perfect. 
The generalization ofJD.8 to the case when each event has a dif-
ferent analyzing power is g i ven by the expression 
ln L (P , P ) 
exp o o 
N 
l: 
i=l 
ln L(A . P , A . P ). 
l 0 l 0 
From this expression and the definition of L(P , P), we obtain the 
0 
result N 
N l: (1- I 1-A~m 2 ) 1 + /1 - A~m 2 l 0 i=l L (P ' p ) TI ( l 0 2 e exp 0 0 i=l 
This number was calculated for each experimental bin a f ter P was 
0 
determined from the maximum likelihood method, and it was compared with 
the height of the likelihood function for that particular bin; it was 
found that in all cases, the numbers were i n deed very close (never more 
than a 10% discrepancy) . For further interpretation see reference 21 
where it is shown that the height of the likelihood function contains 
the information in the value of x2 one would obtain by a least squares 
fit of experimental distribution in ¢ to the distribution in 10 . 3 
(whereas the width of the likelihood function contains the information 
in the derivative of x2 with respect top at p ). 
0 
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F. The Likelihood Function for a. Limited R1:.U1ge of ¢. 
Finally, we wish to quote a result by which one can use events 
where only part of the 360° range of ¢ is available. We take the case 
where the e xperiment is sensitive to a region in ¢ between ¢
1 
and ¢
2
• 
I n s eneral, ct> 1 and ¢ 2 are different for each scatter. ~·Dor the above 
case, the a ngular distribution between ¢ 1 and ¢ 2 is now given by 
N(¢) dcp = 1 + P cos<j> 
and the correct likelihood function becomes: 
L(P) 
N 
IT 
i=l 
1 + P cos¢. 
1 10.9 
where we have explicitly shown the dependence of ¢ 2 and ¢ 1 on the event. 
The generalization to other than linear ranges in ct> is obvious. 
In practice, one could calculate ¢ 1 and ¢2 for each event which 
scattered near the edge of the chamber and then use the above form in 
the likelihood method. However, only some 5% of the events could not 
b e treated by the criteria described in Section VI-7 and these were not 
analyze d. In reference 21, we discuss the determination of error 
from expression l0.9. 
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